Are slump folds reliable indicators of downslope flow in recent mass transport deposits?
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ABSTRACT

Despite the widespread use of slump folds as indicators of palaeoslope orientation, there is a lack of detailed analysis of variations in fold geometries and orientations down the length of individual slump profiles within mass transport deposits (MTDs). To address this gap in knowledge, we have systematically recorded more than 500 structural measurements of fold hinges and axial planes along a 25 m section through a mesoscopic slump profile. Our case study is performed in wet unconsolidated (late Holocene) sediments, which are only recently exposed due to falling water levels in the Dead Sea. In this situation, the modern slope is exposed and directly visible, slumping having occurred in the past few centuries. Fold hinges define broad arcs at high angles to flow in the downslope toe of the slump and progressively swing to become sub-parallel to flow in the upslope region. Greatest amounts of shortening (~35%) are recorded at the toe, suggesting that the swing in trends of fold hinges and axial planes is a consequence of differential layer-normal shear rather than downslope strain gradients. Significant variations of >90° occur in the orientation and vergence of slump folds on either side of a 10 m wide gully, which cuts the slump sheet. In some instances, folds have nucleated around longer (>10 cm) wooden sticks that were incorporated into the slump, whereas shorter wooden fragments align parallel to the flow direction. The differences in orientations of wooden sticks and wooden fragments are consistent with differential layer-normal shear on each side of a flow cell. Evaporite concretions grew within the sediments during slumping and influenced the geometry and kinematics of slump folds, suggesting that slope failure may have been a slow ‘creep’ event generated by slope instability, rather than a result of catastrophic failure associated with large earthquakes. Our work illustrates the problems associated with using partial datasets, where classical structural analysis of transects <10 m apart would incorrectly suggest slump directions opposed to one another by 90°. This study thereby highlights the extreme variability within a downslope profile of a single slump. It may therefore help explain discrepancies in regional datasets where slumps, sporadically sampled at different stratigraphic levels, may provide apparently diverse flow directions.

1. Introduction

Slump folds develop where un lithified sediments move downslope under the influence of gravity. They form part of mass transport deposits (MTDs) that develop across a range of scales in subaqueous settings (e.g. Gilbert et al., 2005; Morley et al., 2011; Scarselli et al., 2016; Reis et al., 2016; Korneva et al., 2016; Basilone, 2017). Slump folds have been identified in rocks since the end of the 19th century (McGee, 1891, quoted in Woodcock, 1979, p.83; for a historical review see Maltman, 1994) and are one of the most widely used indicators of palaeoslope orientations and hence palaeogeography (e.g. Woodcock, 1976a, b; Strachan and Alsop, 2006). Although some uncertainties may occur in lithified rocks that have undergone hard rock deformation (HRD) as to which folds may be tectonic in origin and which relate to soft sediment deformation (SSD) (Waldron and Gagnon, 2011), slump folds are typically considered robust indicators of downslope flow of un lithified sediments (see Alsop et al., 2019 for a review). Despite the widespread application of slump folds to estimate the attitude of palaeoslopes, there has been little analysis of fold patterns in modern basinal settings to measure the variation of slump fold orientations and geometries and hence test their validity in slope analysis.

Recent advances and improvements in seismic resolution from large...
scale MTDs have enabled the broad geometric framework of modern slope failures to be deduced (e.g. Frey Martinez et al., 2005; Jolly et al., 2016; Scarselli et al., 2016; Steventon et al., 2019). Failure is thought to develop along an underlying basal detachment, above which extension is generally considered to form fault scarps in the upslope head, while the downslope toe is marked by contraction linked with folding and thrusting that is associated with layer-parallel shear (LPS) along the basal detachment (e.g. Farrell, 1984; Farrell and Eaton, 1987; Garcia-Tortosa et al., 2011; Alsop et al., 2020a, b). The toes of MTDs may be broadly divided into ‘frontally-confined’, where the MTD is constrained and buttressed by unmoved downslope sediments, and ‘frontally-emergent’ where the MTD ramps up and over the downslope sediments to flow freely on the seafloor (Frey-Martinez et al., 2006). The flanks of MTDs are marked by zones of downslope-trending differential layer-normal shear (LNS) that enable flow cells of sediment to move at different rates downslope, and thereby divide the toe of an MTD into a series of individual sediment ‘lobes’ (e.g. Debacker et al., 2009; Sharman et al., 2015; Alsop et al., 2020c).

Despite these recent developments stemming from bathymetric mapping of the sea floor combined with seismic analysis of gravity-driven fold and thrust belts that form large scale MTDs (e.g. Corredor et al., 2005; Zalan, 2005; Bull et al., 2009; de Vera et al., 2010; Armandita et al., 2015; Totake et al., 2018), the details of folding are typically below the limits of seismic resolution. In addition, sediment cores may provide biased sampling that does not encompass a wide enough area to interpret larger folds or complex fold detail (see discussion in Lu et al., 2017). Analysis of folding associated with SSD in outcrops is typically performed on older rocks (e.g. Woodcock, 1976a, b, 1979, Strachan and Alsop, 2006; Van der Merwe et al., 2011) where the palaeogeographic constraints are more limited and the use of slump folds to determine flow and hence palaeoslope orientations may become more problematic.

Rapid fall in water levels of 1 m per year in the Dead Sea have not only revealed recent unconsolidated MTDs in this seismically active basin, but have also led to increased downcutting of wadi outlets to reach the new ‘base level’. The combination of slope instabilities, falling water levels, and increased gully incision to provide profiles and sections through the slumps means that this area is ideally suited to a detailed analysis of slump fold patterns formed at the toe of an MTD. In particular, we address a number of general questions that are applicable across a range of scales and basin settings:

i) What triggers slumping and does it reflect creep or catastrophic slope failure?
ii) How reliable are different methods of determining palaeoslope?
iii) What kinematic models best explain variable fold geometries in MTDs?
iv) How do layer-parallel and layer-normal shear components vary along a slump profile?

We first outline four general models that may be used to explain variable slump fold patterns around the toes of MTDs, before discussing
Fig. 2. a) Tectonic plates in the Middle East. General tectonic map showing the location of the present Dead Sea Fault (DSF) which transfers the opening motion in the Red Sea to the Taurus-Zagros collision zone. Red box marks the study area in the Dead Sea Basin. b) Generalised map (based on Sneh and Weinberger, 2014) showing the current Dead Sea including the position of the Ze’elim gully referred to in the text. The extent of the late Pleistocene Lisan Formation and the Holocene Ze’elim Formation are also shown (after Sneh and Rosensaft, 2019). c) Oblique drone photograph looking north along the Dead Sea shoreline and highlighting the case study Ze’elim gully and position of the detailed map (Fig. 4a). Refer to Fig. 2b for general location. Position of shoreline separating different slope angles based on Lensky et al. (2014). d) Drone photograph providing map view of gully 3 and previous shorelines that create horizontal benches (refer to Fig. 2c for location). Photographs taken of detailed map area (GPS coordinates: 31.352140N 35.414941E) in March 2014, e) looking SW up gully 3, f) looking at SE side of gully, and g) NW side of gully. Base of studied slump sheet in shown by green dotted line in each case, while A-B and C-D are provided as guides only. h) Photograph looking SW up gully 3 after a flood event in March 2015, while i) provides a close-up of the SE side of the gully in March 2015. A reference rock is arrowed to aid comparison of photographs i) with f) showing pre- and post-flood erosion. j) Photograph looking SW up gully 3 in March 2017 highlighting the amount of downcutting created by flooding (compare base of slump level with Fig. 2e). k) Detailed section through slumped horizons highlighting undeformed beds between each slump, together with the number of detrital-aragonite varved couplets in the uppermost (green) case study slump. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the Dead Sea case study in greater detail.

2. Models of folding and flow

In order to use slump folds as estimators of palaeoslope (Woodcock, 1979), we must understand the kinematics of their development and how they relate to the slope in question. Many of the models that have been developed to understand fold kinematics in metamorphic terranes and thrust sheets may equally be applied to gravity-driven fold and thrust systems that move downslope to create MTDs (e.g. Coward and Potts, 1983; Alsop and Holdsworth, 1993; Xypolias and Alsop, 2014). Variation in flow direction and flow velocity around flow cells or ‘lobes’ may result in a range of four fold scenarios and kinematic models within MTDs (Fig. 1).

2.1. Variable flow direction and constant flow velocity

A simple explanation for variable fold hinge trends and axial planar orientations in MTDs is to invoke variable flow directions marked by relatively constant velocities that radiate away from the centre of a slump (Fig. 1a). Such ‘radial spreading’ results in a fanning of fold hinge and axial plane orientations and is typically developed where the toes of slumps and MTDs have become frontally-emergent (Frey-Martínez et al., 2006) leading to unconstrained flow over the downslope sediment. Fold hinges display an arc of orientations and typically verge away from the flow lobe, while axial planes generally dip towards the centre of the lobe. Such radial flow has been previously invoked to explain variable fold orientations around the toes of slumps (see Strachan and Alsop, 2006). Radial flow may result in circumferential extension along the leading outer arc marked by stretching parallel to fold hinges, whilst Fossen (2016, p. 388, Fig. 18.12) also notes a “divergent displacement field” around the toe of slumps.

2.2. Variable flow direction and variable flow velocity

A modification of the above model involves variable fold hinge trends and axial planar orientations created by variable flow directions in association with variable flow velocities (Fig. 1b). In this scenario, variable rates of radial spreading are accommodated by differential shear around a central ‘surging’ flow lobe. Zones of both sinistral and dextral layer-parallel shear (LPS) may be created on each side of the flow lobe as in classical models of layer-parallel shear (see Coward and Potts, 1983; Alsop and Holdsworth, 1993, 2007). However, an important distinction from such models is that the flow direction is not constant and is directed away from the centre of the lobe.

2.3. Constant flow direction and constant flow velocity

Layer-parallel shear (LPS) develops where flow maintains a relatively constant direction and along-strike velocity (Alsop and Holdsworth, 1993, 2007). In this situation, downslope-verging fold hinges and associated axial planes may define broad arcs in orientations due to fold rotation into the flow direction during progressive shear (Fig. 1c). Fold hinges that are in initially anticlockwise of flow undergo clockwise rotation, while initially clockwise-trending hinges are subject to anticlockwise rotation towards the flow direction (Fig. 1c). Increasing rotation of fold hinges towards the flow direction results in a decrease in the apical angle between opposite ends of a curvilinear fold, as defined by Alsop and Holdsworth (2012, their Table 1) (Fig. 1c). Such patterns are widely observed in metamorphic terranes and MTDs where a significant component of LPS is developed (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007). Rotation of fold hinges into the flow direction requires significant strain that leads to tightening of fold hinges and flattening of axial planes into the shear plane and may ultimately result in highly-curvilinear sheeted fold geometries (Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007).

2.4. Constant flow direction and variable flow velocity

It has long been recognised in metamorphic terranes that constant flow directions associated with variable velocities along strike create an arc of fold orientations associated with flow perturbations and layer-normal shear (LNS) (e.g. Coward and Potts, 1983; Alsop and Holdsworth, 1993). Such models apply equally to flow within MTDs, where differential sinistral shear generates fold hinges with a clockwise obliquity to flow, whereas differential dextral shear creates anticlockwise-trending hinges (Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007; Alsop and Marco, 2014; De lima Rodrigues et al., 2020) (Fig. 1d). An important distinction between this LNS model, and that described above involving intense LPS (Fig. 1c), is that folds generated oblique (<45°) or sub-parallel to flow have not undergone significant rotation and may not be markedly tightened and may not therefore show axial planes rotated into the shear plane.

3. Geological setting

The Dead Sea Basin (DSB) is a pull-apart structure developed between two left-stepping strands of the Dead Sea Fault (DSF) system (Fig. 2a and b; Garfunkel, 1981; Quennell, 1958). The basin is bounded by a series of oblique-normal faults that juxtapose Cretaceous carbonate rocks against Quaternary alluvial and lacustrine sediments along the basin’s western margin (Fig. 2b and c). The Dead Sea is a terminal lake, the youngest of a series of lakes that have occupied the basin since the Upper Miocene. Holocene and late Pleistocene fan-deltas are very common deposits along the western margins of the Dead Sea (e.g., Sneh, 1979; Bowman, 1974; Manspeizer, 1985). The Ze’elim Wadi is one of the largest wadis along the western margin of the Dead Sea, and its associated fan-delta is incised into the fluvial-lacustrine sequence of the late Pleistocene Lisan Formation (Begin et al., 1974). To the east and below the ca. -400 m mean sea level (m.s.l.) contour, it is dominated by mudflats consisting of 20–40 m of alternating layers of detrital and chemical (mainly aragonite) laminae as well as clay, silt, sand, salt, and gravel of the Holocene Ze’elim Formation, with a ~10 ka salt layer at its base (Yechiel et al., 1993; Ken-Tor et al., 2001). The western margin of the basin displays a 4–6’ slope, which steepens up to 20’ along a shore-margin strip (Coiani et al., 2019). This area was first exposed during the late 1970s in response to a drop in Dead Sea water level and is currently undergoing rapid gully incision (Avni et al., 2016).

The Ze’elim Formation records deformation (e.g., seismites, liquefaction) which are associated with earthquakes related to the DSF (Enzel et al., 2000; Ken-Tor et al., 2001; Kagan et al., 2011). It is currently exposed around the margins of the Dead Sea (Fig. 2b) and has also been recovered from drill cores taken from nearer the depocentre of the basin (Lu et al., 2017; Kagan et al., 2018). Here we focus on soft-sediment
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deformation and MTDs located in the northernmost part of the fan in the Ze’elim 3 gully (e.g. Kagan et al., 2011) (Fig. 2c and d). Due to the ongoing fall in water levels in the Dead Sea of ~1 m per year, the Ze’elim 3 gully continues to incise deeper into the underlying Ze’elim Formation, thereby exposing recent MTDs in the walls of the gullies (Fig. 2e–g). As the studied slump profile sits directly beneath modern gravels that form the Ze’elim fan, that emanates from the Ze’elim wadi, the section is believed to be the very youngest part of the Ze’elim Formation (Fig. 2e–g, k).

Structural data for this study were collected in March 2014 close to where the Ze’elim 3 gully enters the Dead Sea, before wash-out and erosion of the canyon walls during a flash flood event in March 2015 (Fig. 2c–k). Continued incision of the gully was examined subsequently in 2017 and 2019 but has not revealed any further structural features related to the case study slump, which is traced for 25 m in the gully (Figs. 2j and 3a). The Ze’elim 3 gully incises across this slump, the NW side of the gully trending 045° while the SE wall trends 064°. These divergent walls result in an increase in the width of the gully from 5 m at the head of the slump to 10.5 m at the downslope toe (as of March 2014). In the ideal situation, it has long been recognised (e.g. Jones, 1939) that the strike of bedding is parallel to the trend of the slope while the dip direction is directly down the slope meaning that bedding forms parallel to the slope. Measured bedding adjacent to the case study slump displays a mean orientation of 132/06NE, suggesting that the depositional slope is towards 042°. The toe of the slump as exposed on both the NW and SE sides of the gully. A line joining these fixed points trends 130°, indicating that the termination of the slump was approximately parallel to the strike of the slope.

4. Structural elements

More than 500 structural measurements of fold hinges and axial planes were taken from 25 m sections forming the SE and NW sides of the gully incised along the slump profile, making this one of the most intensively studied slumps ever recorded (Figs. 2d–k, 3a, 4a-k, 5a-j). In addition, fold facing, which is defined as the direction normal to the fold hinge, and along the axial plane, in which younger rocks are encountered (Holdsworth, 1988) was also calculated for each fold based on graded bedding in the sequence (Fig. 3a, e-g, 4a-k, 5a-j). For the purposes of statistical analysis, an approximately equal number of folds were sampled from the SE side (N = 131) and NW side (N = 130) of the gully (Fig. 3a–d). The toe of the slump is marked by deformation burying out downslope into undeformed beds within 1 m of the lowermost thrust (Figs. 4a, 5a and 6a, b). The upslope head is marked by attenuated beds and evaporite concretions, although no clear extensional faults are developed in contrast to classical models of slump folding and MTDs (e.g. Farrell, 1984; Bull et al., 2009) (Figs 4i–k, 5b–j). Beds above and below the slumped sequence dip at 5°NE (042°) which represents the downslope direction controlling gravity-driven slump movement.

4.1. SE gully

A complete photographic profile down the SE side of the gully, together with highlighted marker beds and associated stereoplots for each 2.5 m section is presented in Fig. 4a–k, while Table 1 provides a summary of mean fold hinge and axial planar orientations. Sub-horizontal to gently-plunging fold hinges exposed on the SE side of the gully trend N-S to NE-SW, and consistently verge towards the east or SE (Fig. 3a, b, e). Fold hinges are universally upward-facing towards the east and SE, while fold axial planes dip gently to moderately towards the west (Figs. 3a and b, 4a-k). Analysis of fold hinges and axial planes for each 5 m segment of the SE gully shows that fold hinges display clustered distributions, while axial planes also show reasonably constant strikes, although amounts of dip are more variable, leading to trails of axial-planar poles on stereoplots (Figs. 3e, 4a-k). Taken in isolation, structural measurements from the SE gully form a coherent data set associated with east or SE-verging folds.

4.2. NW gully

A complete photographic profile down the NW side of the gully, showing highlighted marker beds and associated stereoplots for each 2.5 m section, is presented in Fig. 5a–j, while mean fold data are displayed in Table 1. Sub-horizontal to gently-plunging fold hinges exposed on the NW side of the gully trend NW-SE to NE-SW, and consistently verge towards the NW or NE (Fig. 3a, c, f). Fold hinges are universally upward-facing towards the NW and NE, while fold axial planes dip gently to moderately towards the SW or SE (Figs. 3a, c, f, 5a-j). Analysis of fold hinges and axial planes for each 5 m segment of the NW gully shows that fold hinges display clustered distributions, while axial planes also show reasonably constant strikes, although measurements of dip are more variable leading to trails of axial-planar poles on stereoplots (Figs. 3f, 5a-j). Taken in isolation, structural measurements from the NW gully form a coherent data set associated with NW or NE-verging folds.

4.3. Combined SE and NW gully

Collective examination of slump fold measurements from both the SE and NW sides of the gully allows us to compare and combine data sets (Fig. 3a, d, g). The normal to the mean SE and NE verging fold hinges from the SE and NW sides of the gully trends towards 051° (Fig. 3a, g) and is relatively constant along the slump profile. Similarly, the bisector of the fold facing directions is also relatively constant towards 052° along the length of the slump profile (Fig. 3a, g). The calculated intersection of mean axial planes from SE and NE verging folds displays a little more variation along the profile from 030° to 073°, but on average is towards 044° (Fig. 3a, g).

5. Structural analysis along the slump profile

5.1. Thickness variation along the slump profile

The thickness of the slump sheet was measured at 1 m intervals up the SE and NW sides of the gully from the toe to the head (Fig. 7a). In addition, the amount of shortening recorded by folds and thrusts affecting a (yellow) marker layer shown in Figs. 4a-k, 5a-j, 6a was also estimated. This estimate of shortening does not include any component of lateral compaction that may have affected the slump sheet (see Butler and Paton, 2010 and Alsop et al., 2017a, b) or subsequent modification of original buckle fold geometries, and as such is purely a general guide to shortening.

The thickness of the undeformed sequence at the toe of the slump varies between 8 cm and 13 cm on the SE and NW sides of the gully respectively, with the thickness of the deformed sequence increasing to ~20 cm at 5 m further upslope (Fig. 7a). Although the marker layer records no deformation at the defined toe (0 m), shortening rapidly increases (to ~35%) in the lowest 2.5 m. This lowest segment of the slump profile is dominated by recumbent to upright folds with
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occasional low-angle thrusts which are highly effective at shortening, but do not necessarily create the maximum thickening in the slump profile (Figs. 4a-c, 5a-c, b, 6a, b, 7a). From 2.5 to 15 m, the slump sheet displays further thickening to reach a maximum thickness of ~25 cm at 10–15 m (Fig. 7a). This central portion of the slump profile is dominated by upright folds together with box folds that display axial planes dipping in opposing directions approximately up and down slope (Figs. 4c–g, 5c–g, 6c–f). Although this central section does not display the greatest amount of shortening, it does form the most thickened part of the slump profile due to the upright nature of the folds and box folds (Figs. 6c–f, 7a). From 15 to 25 m, the slump profile displays a progressive reduction in thickness, that becomes most pronounced from 22 to 25 m where the thickness reduces from 17 to 20 cm to 7 cm. Inclined folds and internal detachments within the slump that do not form the maximum thickening in the slump profile due to the upright nature of the folds and box folds (Figs. 6c–f, 7a).

5.2. Fold hinge variation along the slump profile

Fold hinge trends measured from the SE side of the gully display a 34° clockwise swing in mean trend from 181° at the toe of the slump to 215° at the head of the slump, whereas hinge trends from the NW side display a 69° anticlockwise swing in mean trend from 114° at the toe of the slump to 045° at the head (Figs. 3a, e, f, 7b). This variation in fold hinge orientation towards NE-SW trends is not linked to an increase in fold tightness (Figs. 4a–k, 5a–j). If we compare fold hinge orientations with the direction of the slope (042°), then fold hinges from the SE side are orientated anticlockwise to the downslope direction (and display less variation) relative to fold hinges from the NW side which are clockwise of 042° (Figs. 7c and 8a). Comparing fold hinge and axial plane orientations from each side of the gully and equivalent distances up the slump profile reveals that the greatest obliquities (>90°) are recorded at 0–5 m from the toe of the slump, and these reduce (<90°) at 5–15 m up the slump until obliquities of <45° are measured at the top (20–25 m) of the profile (Fig. 7d, Table 1). This corresponds to a general opening and increase of the statistical apical angle (see Fig. 1c) down the slump profile and towards the toe (Fig. 7d).

5.3. Fold axial planar variation along the slump profile

The dip direction of fold axial planes measured from the SE side of the gully display a 52° clockwise swing in mean trend from 262° at the toe of the slump to 314° at the head of the slump, whereas axial plane dip directions from the NW side display a 75° anticlockwise swing in mean trend from 208° at the toe of the slump to 133° at the head (Figs. 3a, e, f, 7c, f). Some axial planes dip in opposing directions where they form ‘box fold’ geometries (e.g. Fig. 6d–f) and this is reflected in a smaller subset of data on Fig. 7e. As with fold hinges, the axial planes from the SE side display less variation when compared to the NW side (Figs. 7e and f, 8b). Examination of axial-planar strike relative to the orientation of the slope (042°), reveals that the axial planes from the SE gully are consistently anticlockwise of the slope direction while those from the NW gully are clockwise (Figs. 3a, e, f, 8b). Fold axial planes from the SE gully display a progressive clockwise swing in strike from the toe to the head of the slump, whereas axial planar strike from the NW gully shows a gradual anticlockwise swing from the toe to head of the slump (Figs. 3a, e, f, 8b, Table 1). Although axial planes dip in opposing directions from the SE and NW sides of the gully, the angle between axial planar strikes from each side of the gully and equivalent distances up the slump profile displays a progressive reduction from 128° at the toe, to <90° at 5–15 m up the profile, to <45° at the head of the slump (Fig. 7d). For each fold, the trend of the fold hinge and the strike of the associated axial plane therefore vary in tandem up the profile, meaning that fold hinges are generally sub-horizontal and pitch at very low angles on their axial planes (Fig. 7g). As mean fold trend varies up the SE and NW side of the profile, the dip of the associated mean axial plane also changes, such that axial planes towards the lower end of the slump tend to have steeper dips, whereas axial planes towards the head display shallower dips (Fig. 7h). At the very toe however, the axial planar dip actually decreases as structures become dominated by recumbent folds and thrusts (Figs. 4a and b, 5a, b, 6a, b, 7h).

6. Evaporite concretions

Evaporite laminae and concretions that form mushroom shapes are created just offshore in the modern Dead Sea. During the Holocene, the hypersaline waters of the Dead Sea similarly allowed evaporite minerals (aragonite, gypsum) to precipitate in the form of laminae and concretions in the Ze‘elim Formation. Metro-scale concretions that formed in the studied section (Figs. 4k and 9a) were studied by XRD at the Geological Survey of Israel and are composed of gypsum with minor components of aragonite and Bassanite (2CaSO₄·H₂O). These concretions are exposed at the upper end (head) of the slumped sediments, particularly on the SE side of the gully (Figs. 4k and 9a). The overlying beds are arched upwards over the top of the concretions, while lower beds are deflected downwards below the concretions (Figs. 5a–d). Concretions are too large to be ‘washed in’ with adjacent fine grained detritals, while the lack of significant disruption and breaking of laminae around them suggests they have not rolled down the slope. The absence of significant overburden with which to load the slump means that differential compaction is not created around the evaporite concretions. We therefore suggest that the concretions grew in situ, causing bending and attenuation of surrounding beds as they penetrated both upwards and downwards.

While downward-deflected bedding does not display any significant change in facies or thickness of layering, there are a variety of observations from the overlying beds that suggest concretions initially grew during sedimentation and had a bathymetric expression on the lake floor. Firstly, stratigraphic packages, including the studied slump horizon, thin over the crest of the evaporite concretions, suggesting that concretions directly affected sedimentation on the lake floor (Fig. 9a and b). Secondly, mud-rich detrital layers form part of a fan-delta that are
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Fig. 6. Pairs of photographs and associated stereoplots of individual structures developed on the SE and NW sides of the gully (see Figs. 4 and 5). Base of slump (in green) and yellow marker horizon are generally shown. Structures from the toe area of the slump exposed on a) the SE side of the gully, and b) NW side of the gully. c) Gently-curved linear fold hinges associated with steep axial planes on the SE side of the gully, with the inset photograph showing an oblique view towards the west. d) Upright box fold geometries with axial planes dipping in opposing directions on the SE side of the gully. e) Upright box fold geometries with axial planes dipping in opposing directions on the SE side of the gully. Note the cylindrical fold hinges and refolding of earlier folds. f) Cylindrical box folds with axial planes dipping in opposing directions on the NW side of the gully. Approximate distances from the toe of the slump are shown in each case and correlate with the slump profiles shown in Figs. 4 and 5, while the 10 cm chequered rule provides a scale. On stereoplots, fold hinges (solid circles), mean fold hinges (open circles), poles to axial planes (solid squares) and mean axial planes (great circles) are shown from the SE (in red) and NW (in blue) sides of the gully. In d, e, f), mean axial planes that dip in opposing directions around box folds are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

...opposing directions on the NW side of the gully. Approximate distances from the toe of the slump are shown in each case and correlate with the slump profiles shown in Figs. 4 and 5, while the 10 cm chequered rule provides a scale. On stereoplots, fold hinges (solid circles), mean fold hinges (open circles), poles to axial planes (solid squares) and mean axial planes (great circles) are shown from the SE (in red) and NW (in blue) sides of the gully. In d, e, f), mean axial planes that dip in opposing directions around box folds are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

...opposing directions on the SE side of the gully. Note the cylindrical fold hinges and refolding of earlier folds. f) Cylindrical box folds with axial planes dipping in opposing directions on the NW side of the gully. Approximate distances from the toe of the slump are shown in each case and correlate with the slump profiles shown in Figs. 4 and 5, while the 10 cm chequered rule provides a scale. On stereoplots, fold hinges (solid circles), mean fold hinges (open circles), poles to axial planes (solid squares) and mean axial planes (great circles) are shown from the SE (in red) and NW (in blue) sides of the gully. In d, e, f), mean axial planes that dip in opposing directions around box folds are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

...opposing directions on the SE side of the gully. Note the cylindrical fold hinges and refolding of earlier folds. f) Cylindrical box folds with axial planes dipping in opposing directions on the NW side of the gully. Approximate distances from the toe of the slump are shown in each case and correlate with the slump profiles shown in Figs. 4 and 5, while the 10 cm chequered rule provides a scale. On stereoplots, fold hinges (solid circles), mean fold hinges (open circles), poles to axial planes (solid squares) and mean axial planes (great circles) are shown from the SE (in red) and NW (in blue) sides of the gully. In d, e, f), mean axial planes that dip in opposing directions around box folds are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>22.5-25 m</th>
<th>20-22.5 m</th>
<th>17.5-20 m</th>
<th>15-17.5 m</th>
<th>12.5-15 m</th>
<th>10-12.5 m</th>
<th>7.5-10 m</th>
<th>5.7-5 m</th>
<th>2.5-5 m</th>
<th>0-2.5 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE Gully AP</td>
<td>044/12w</td>
<td>023/19w</td>
<td>011/53w</td>
<td>016/11w</td>
<td>003/4w</td>
<td>017/20w</td>
<td>002/48w</td>
<td>006/33w</td>
<td>175/68w</td>
<td>173/26w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW Gully AP</td>
<td>043/8s</td>
<td>073/29s</td>
<td>075/45s</td>
<td>074/24s</td>
<td>092/65s</td>
<td>105/16s</td>
<td>101/19s</td>
<td>105/33s</td>
<td>122/22s</td>
<td>118/36s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Discussion

8.1. What triggers slumping and does it reflect creep or catastrophic slope failure?

The Ze’elim Formation comprises alternating aragonite-rich and detrital-rich laminae that form couplets similar to those observed in the underlying Lisan Formation. (Figs. 2k and 10d). Based on a unique match between two independent earthquake records (i.e., one historical and one derived from breccia layers in core), Agnon et al. (2006, p. 206) conclude that the lamination is seasonal with a detected annual cycle. Detrital-rich laminae may represent sediment washed into the basin during wadi flood events most likely to occur in the winter, whereas the aragonite laminae precipitate out of the upper surface waters of the Dead Sea mainly during hot summer months (e.g. López-Merino et al., 2016). An age model for the Ze’elim Formation for the last ~2500 yr (Ken-Tor et al., 2001) suggests a relatively uniform rate of sedimentation of 0.5 cm/yr during three periods, separated by two hiatuses between 400 and 1200 A.D., and 1300 and 1750 A.D. However, in the studied section itself, there is no evidence for significant unconformities and marked breaks in sedimentation are therefore unlikely. The aragonite- and detrital-rich couplets therefore broadly represent varves that may be approximated to annual cycles (e.g., Ben-Dor et al., 2019) and may therefore be used to estimate periods of time between slump events in the studied section.

Within the case study, counting of varves suggests 18 cycles within the slump itself, and a further 15 cycles below this slump and above the underlying slumped horizon (Fig. 2k). There would therefore be approximately 33 years between slump events. This is unlikely to record large or even moderate (M > 5.5) earthquake triggers as the seismic recurrence interval for moderate earthquakes in the Dead Sea area during the Holocene is estimated as ~100–300 years (Ken-Tor et al., 2001). In detail, Agnon et al. (2006) demonstrate that shortly before the end of the 10th century A.D., the recurrence interval inferred from seisimogenic breccias layers created by M > 5.5 earthquakes decreases from 95 to 50 years. The recurrence interval then increases back to a
Fig. 7. Graphs of structural parameters measured from the toe (0 m) to the head (25 m) of the slump profile. In each case, data from the SE gully is shown by red circles and data from NW gully in blue squares, with approximate best-fit curves shown for guidance in some cases. a) Thickness of slump sheet (see Figs. 4 and 5) b) Trends of fold hinges. c) Trends of fold hinges measured relative to 042° slope which acts as datum (marked as '0°'). d) Acute angle between mean fold hinge trends over 2.5 m intervals on each side of gully and at equivalent distances from the toe. e) Dip direction of fold axial planes, with f) showing mean axial plane dip directions over 2.5 m intervals. g) Trend of fold hinges compared with strike of associated axial planes and highlighting general variation from the toe to head of the slump profile in each case. h) Mean fold hinge trends over 2.5 m intervals compared to the dip of associated axial planes and highlighting general variation from the toe to head of the slump profile in each case. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
medium level of 74 years during the 14th century A.D. In general, the earthquake recurrence intervals are therefore too long to create the repeated slope failures that are observed in the section. While there is some discussion of whether detritus and aragonite laminae may both be deposited during the rainy season (e.g. López-Merino et al., 2016), the net effect of any miscounting would actually be to reduce the interval between slump events even further. It is therefore more likely that slope failure is triggered by relatively small (M < 5) earthquakes or other sea-floor processes linked to steeper (5–10°) slopes that are inherently unstable.

Slope failure associated with MTDs may in general vary between creep that takes place over a number of years, to catastrophic landslips that are geologically instantaneous (e.g. see Ortner and Kilian, 2016). There are a several lines of evidence that may be used to help ascertain rates of movement in the case study.

8.1.1. Concretion growth affects fold geometries

Evaporite concretions affect sedimentation and slumps through several stratigraphic packages, indicating that concretions continued to grow over a period of time (Fig. 9a–c). In particular, we note that the wavelength and amplitude of slump folds dramatically increases as they pass over the crest of concretions (Fig. 9c, h). The fold amplitude of a marker horizon cannot have been increased by an order of magnitude from an average of 6.5 cm amplitude away from the concretion to 65 cm amplitude over the crest by later concretion growth alone (Fig. 9c, h).

We suggest that as these folds were amplifying they must also have been stretched by concretion growth i.e. the slump process may have been relatively slow. In addition, the observation that slump folds verge both towards and away from concretions up locally tilted beds indicates that there has also been a component of bed rotation after slumping, during continued concretion growth (Fig. 9d and e). In some instances, slump fold geometries are modified by evaporite concretions such that folds that are rotated on the flanks of concretions are more open and less sheared than folds in the same horizon a few centimetres away (Fig. 9h and i). This ‘strain shadow’ effect shows that the concretion was directly influencing the slump process, before rotating slumps into steeper attitudes during continued growth. It is unlikely that the slump process was geologically instantaneous if concretion growth was able to cause lateral strain gradients during the actual slump process.

Although the rates of gypsum nucleation and crystal growth kinetics from the northern Dead Sea are unknown, they are thought to be relatively slow when compared with similar brines solutions from elsewhere (Reznik et al., 2009; Warren, 2016, p.364). This is attributed to the low solubility of gypsum which reflects the high Ca2+/SO4 2– molar ratio (115), the high salinity (~280 g/kg) and to Na + inhibition in the waters of the Dead Sea (Reznik et al., 2009; Warren, 2016, p.364).

In summary, while the rate of concretion growth in the studied section remains unknown, the structural and stratigraphic relationships indicate that concretions grew during slope failure. The extreme attenuation of bed thicknesses, coupled with dramatic increase in fold amplitude, and variation in fold geometry adjacent to concretions suggests a relatively slow slump fold process.

8.1.2. Lack of sedimentary caps and infilling of synformal depressions

Slumps within the Lisan Formation that surrounds the Dead Sea (Fig. 2b) are typically overlain by a thin sedimentary ‘cap’ that infills local erosive scours and thins over topographic ‘highs’ (e.g. Alsop et al., 2020c, d). This cap, which is usually ~10 cm thick, comprises mixed aragonite and detrital sediment that may display grading. The cap was probably deposited out of suspension in the immediate aftermath of a slope failure event (Alsop and Marco, 2012a; Alsop et al., 2016a).

For sediment to be thrown into suspension indicates rapid slope failure potentially, although not exclusively, linked to seismicity. Within the Ze’elim case study however, there is a notable lack of sedimentary caps overlying the slumped horizon, with overlying sediments directly infilling irregular slump topography, suggesting that caps could not have been subsequently removed by erosion (e.g. Figs. 6e and 10a, b). We propose that sediment did not enter the water column and slope failure may therefore have been relatively slow and potentially linked to downslope creep rather than seismically-triggered catastrophic failure.

Within the case study slump, antiforms and synforms are draped by overlying laminae that thin over antiform crests and thicken into synformal depressions to infill topographic created by the slump (e.g. Fig. 10a). A number of beds above the slump may display this thickening and thinning suggesting that the ‘ponding’ of sediment took place over a period of years. This also demonstrates that slumps were operating at the surface. The observation that wooden fragments are sub-parallel to the flow direction within normally more competent detrital-rich layers, as demonstrated by detrital layers displaying parallel fold shapes (Alsop et al., 2020d), indicates that slumping was slow enough to allow physical rotation to take place without disruption of adjacent laminae (Fig. 10b). In summary, although unconformities may locally form above the slumped horizon (e.g. Fig. 10a and b), the lack of a sedimentary cap, together with progressive infilling of structural topography by overlying beds, is consistent with downslope creep of surficial slumps.

8.1.3. Unconformities affected by later thrusting

Within a slumped horizon adjacent to the case study, unconformities that overlie the slump are themselves cut by thrusts further upslope (Fig. 10e and f). This suggests continued movement of the slump after the unconformity formed, as overlying sedimentary packages are progressively affected by thrusts. Reactivation of thrusts and/or formation of new thrusts that cut younger overlying unconformities is entirely consistent with continued downslope creep of a slump.

In summary, the development of slumps at approximate 30-year time intervals is consistent with slope failure potentially triggered by relatively small earthquakes linked to steeper (5–10°) slopes that are inherently unstable. The observation that slump fold geometries were modified as they form by growth of concretions, together with a lack of sedimentary caps, infilling and ponding of overlying sediments, and thrusts cutting overlying unconformities all support relatively slow downslope creep of the slump. Additional supporting evidence for slow downslope movement includes the absence of normal faults towards the upslope head of the slump where they would normally be expected to occur (e.g. Farrell, 1984). Slower strain rates associated with creep have permitted extension to be accommodated by attenuation of water-rich beds rather than distinct faults and fractures.

8.2. How reliable are different methods of determining palaeoslope?

Given that the modern slope is fully exposed due to the rapid fall in water levels in the Dead Sea, this case study represents an ideal opportunity to test how reliable different methods of palaeoslope analysis are. Although bedding typically forms parallel to the slope, such that the strike of bedding is parallel to the trend of the slope while the dip direction is directly down the slope (e.g. Jones, 1939), this relationship may be complicated by later faulting and folding associated with tectonics (e.g. Sharman et al., 2015). In the present study, the lack of later tectonics affecting these modern slumps enables the mean dip-direction of bedding to act as a direct gauge of slope direction (042°) and becomes a reference datum against which the trends of clockwise and anticlockwise fold hinges and axial-planar strike may be directly measured and compared (Figs. 3a, d, 7c, 8a, b). The observation that the mean dip direction of bedding (042°) is slightly anticlockwise of the mean flow direction calculated from structural analysis (050°) and wooden fragments (054°) may reflect the fact that gully 3 is located on the northern side of the Ze’elim fan (Figs. 2b and c, 3d). The dip direction of bedding is expected to vary systematically around this lobe, while the slump flow direction may be controlled further upslope and reflect the bulk geometry of the sediment lobe. The dip direction of bedding would therefore be expected to be slightly anticlockwise of MTD flow on the northern
Fig. 8. Bar charts of a) fold hinge trends and b) axial-planar strike, together with c) rose diagrams of fold facing from each 5 m section of the slump profile (refer to Fig. 3 for associated stereoplots). In each case, 0 m represents the toe, with data from the SE gully shown in red and data from the NW gully in blue. In bar charts, a) trends of fold hinges and b) strike of axial planes are measured relative to the 042° slope which acts as datum (marked as ‘0’). In addition, structural elements that are clockwise and anticlockwise of slope are recorded as +ve and -ve respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
side and clockwise of flow on the southern margin of the fan. The bedding dip systematically decreases down the axis of the lobe, from 1° to 2° further west up the fan, to 5°–10° at the eastern extent where slope failure is triggered to create the studied slump horizon.

8.2.1. Mean axis method (MAM)

While fold hinges are features of folds that may be directly measured in the field, fold axes are defined as the “statistical averages of the trends of several fold hinges” (e.g. Powell, 1992, p.66), and as such are used in many arithmetic methods of palaeoslope analysis. Fold hinges are traditionally considered to form at high angles or normal to the down-slope direction, and thereby form a statistical mean grouping of fold axes parallel to the strike of the slope and at right angles to the dip direction of the slope (Jones, 1939). This mean axis method (MAM) is perhaps the geometrically simplest of techniques to determine orientations of palaeoslopes, and hence the direction of gravity-driven mass flow (see Woodcock, 1979; Strachan and Alsop, 2006; Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007; Debacker et al., 2009; Alsop and Marco, 2012a; Sharman et al., 2015, 2017). Complications to this methodology are developed where fold axes have rotated towards the downslope direction during continued progressive deformation, or when folds are actually created sub-parallel to downslope flow directions during LNS (see Alsop and Marco, 2012a, Table 2). If MAM was strictly applied to the present study, then interpreted flow directions on the SE side of the gully would vary from the east to SE as we move progressively up the slump profile, whilst flow directions on the NW side of the gully vary from the NE to the NW (Figs. 3a, e, f, 4a-k, 5a-j). A consequence of this variation is that application of MAM on each side of the gully indicates flow directions that are more than 90° apart (359° and 104°) (Fig. 11a, Table 3). However, if we take the overall mean from both sides of the gully then MAM suggests flow towards 051° which is broadly parallel to the 042° downslope direction recorded by bedding (Figs. 3a, g, 11a, Table 3).

8.2.2. Mean Axial Plane Strike method (MAPS)

This technique utilises the mean strike of fold axial planes (rather than fold axes) to determine the flow direction and has been used by a number of authors in both metamorphic rocks (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007) and MTDs (e.g. Strachan and Alsop, 2006; Debacker et al., 2009; Alsop and Marco, 2012a; Sharman et al., 2015; Alsop et al., 2016a; Jablonska et al., 2018). The method assumes that fold axial planes strike parallel to the trend of the palaeoslope and will generally dip in the upslope direction (see Woodcock, 1979) (Table 2). As with the mean axis method (MAM), complications to the methodology are introduced when axial planes are either rotated during progressive downslope flow, or are created oblique to the dip direction during differential downslope shear (LNS) (Table 2). If MAPS were applied to the SE side of the gully then interpreted flow varies from due east to SE as we move up the slump profile, while interpreted flow on the NW side of the gully progressively changes from NE to NW (Figs. 3a, e, f, 4a-k, 5a-j). Once again, the calculated flow direction using MAPS is > 90° apart for each side of the gully (002° and 101°), while the overall mean when data from both sides of the gully are combined is 051° (Fig. 11b, Table 3).

8.2.3. Mean axial-planar dip method (MAD)

This method is based on the assumption that steeper axial planes and their associated fold hinges have undergone less rotation during progressive sub-horizontal shearing and therefore more closely preserve their original orientation and vergence (e.g. Alsop and Marco, 2012a; Sharman et al., 2015; Alsop et al., 2016a; Jablonska et al., 2018). The technique examines the strike of steeper axial planes (dipping > 45° with respect to bedding) and the trend of their associated fold hinges, with the hypothesis that they form at right-angles to the flow direction in LPS (Table 2). The MAD method therefore differs from MAM in that only steeper axial planes and related fold hinges are analysed, rather than all folds as in the case of MAM. However, the MAD method may become compromised in LNS-dominated settings in both metamorphic rocks (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 1993, 2007) and MTDs (e.g. Debacker et al., 2009) where it is suggested that steeper axial planes will form sub-parallel (rather than normal) to flow with poles to axial planes creating stereographic girdle patterns that arc about the transport direction. If the MAD method is applied to the SE side of the gully, interpreted flow varies from 093° (hinges) to 091° (steep axial plane), while the NW side of the gully is marked by interpreted flow towards 008° for both hinges and axial planes. (Fig. 11c and d, Table 3). If we combine the MAD method data from both sides of the gully then MAD (hinges) suggest flow towards 051°, while MAD (axial planes) indicates flow to 049° (Table 3).

8.2.4. Separation Arc Method (SAM)

The Separation Arc Method (SAM) of Hansen (1971) relies on variable attitudes and geometries of folds around the slope direction. This technique is based on the assumption that groups of folds displaying opposing vergence and differing orientations develop during variable LNS, and are symmetrically bisected by the downslope flow direction (e.g. Hansen, 1971; Lajoie, 1972; Woodcock, 1979; Strachan and Alsop, 2006; Sharman et al., 2015, 2017) (Table 2).

One of the main weaknesses of the SAM is that it is reliant on the true flow direction recorded by the end-member fold hinge orientations for each set of opposing (S or Z) vergence folds (Table 2). Clearly this is highly dependent on sampling of folds and therefore on quality, extent and access to outcrop across the slump. Given the extreme measurement and sampling procedure of folds in this study, it should be ideally suited to the SAM and provide a reliable estimate of flow direction. If we take mean fold hinge orientations for each 2.5 m section of the slump profile, then the extreme hinge orientation for the east and SE-verging folds in the SE gully and NE and NW verging folds in theNW gully trend 035° and 045° respectively, meaning that the symmetrical bisector (flow) is towards 040° (Fig. 11e, Table 2). If we take individual SE and NW-verging folds from each side of the gully, then the extreme hinge orientation plunges towards 220° in each case, also precisely constraining the SAM flow direction towards 040°. When SAM is examined down the length of the slump profile by using means from each 5 m section, then two trends emerge; a) the separation arc increases the slump profile from 5° at 20–25 m to 71° at the toe (0–5 m), despite increasing amounts of data towards the toe that might be expected to reduce the data separation arc; b) there is progressive swing in the bisector trend (flow) from 038° at 20–25 m to 061° at the toe (0–5 m) (Table 4). This may reflect the fact that fold hinges do not need to be symmetrically disposed about the bisector, and the true flow direction only needs to be situated somewhere between the fold end members. In other words, the overall 040° bisector always lies within the separation arc of all the data subsets and may be closer to the true flow direction.
Fig. 10. a) Photograph of long wooden sticks parallel to fold hinges at 6 m from the toe of the slump on the NW side of the gully (see Fig. 5c). The slump is unconformably overlain by undeformed beds that infill slump topography by thickening into synformal ‘lows’ and thinning over antiformal ‘highs’. b) Photograph of short wooden fragments to the flow direction at 2 m from the toe of the slump on the NW side of the gully (see Fig. 5b). The traces of folded beds in the slump are cut by an overlying unconformity. c) Stereoplot showing the orientation of long (>10 cm) wooden sticks (solid triangles), short (<10 cm) wooden fragments (solid diamonds), with mean orientations shown by open symbols in each case. Data from the SE and NW sides of the gully are shown in red and blue respectively. Wooden sticks from the NW gully are clockwise of the slope direction (as defined by the mean dip direction of beds), while sticks from the SE gully are anticlockwise. d) Photograph showing later box folds refolding earlier tighter folds and thrusts at 17.5 m from the toe of the slump on the SE side of the gully (see Fig. 4h). e) Photograph (mirrored) and close-up (f) of an adjacent slump from the SE side of the gully. The photographs highlight how unconformity 1 that overlies the slump truncates underlying folds but is itself cut by thrusts indicating continued movement. A subsequent unconformity 2 then cuts these thrusts indicating surficial slumping. 10 cm chequered rule for scale. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

8.2.5. Facing Azimuth Bisector (FAB)

When FAB is examined in detail down the length of the slump Azimuth Bisector (FAB) parallels the flow direction. This technique may therefore be most sensitive to flows marked by combinations of LPS and LNS settings, the intersection of axial planes is typically parallel to the flow direction. In such ‘mixed’ LPS and LNS settings, the intersection of axial planes is typically parallel to the downslope flow direction. In the case study, the bulk AIM provides an unimodal estimate of flow towards 044° (Figs. 3a, g, 11g, Table 3). If we restrict our analysis to steeper axial planes dipping >45° (see description in MAD method above) then the estimate of flow is towards 058° (Fig. 11h, Table 3). When we look at how AIM varies down the slump profile, we find only limited variation apart from 10 to 15 m where the AIM direction becomes more ENE trending and may reflect sampling of the increased number of double-verging box folds in this part of the section (Figs. 3a, g, 4e-g, 5e-g, 6d-f).

In summary, when complete data sets are analysed then palaeo-slope methods generally produce estimates within 10° of one another (Table 3), suggesting that they are robust measures of transport direction. However, where partial data sets are used then estimates of flow may vary significantly on either side of the gully despite being <10 m apart.

8.3. What kinematic models best explain fold geometries in MTDs?

Data from the case study show that: a) bedding dip directions are broadly constant towards the NE along each slump profile on either side of the gully (Fig. 3a); b) wooden fragments are broadly parallel towards the NE in each slump profile on either side of the gully (Figs. 3a and 10a-

| Table 2 |
| Assumptions and associated problems of 6 methods of determining palaeo-slope from fold data. Note that the Axial-planar Intersection Method (AIM) is separated into settings involving layer-parallel shear (LPS) and layer-normal shear (LNS). Modified from Alsop and Marco (2012a,b). |
| Assumption 1 | Fold hinges will verge and face downslope | Fold hinges will verge and face downslope | Fold hinges will verge in a downslope arc | Fold hinges face upwards about a downslope arc in LPS | Fold axial planes will fan and dip upslope | Fold axial planes will fan and dip about the downslope direction |
| Assumption 2 | Flow direction is normal to the mean fold axis trend | Flow direction is normal to the mean axial plane strike | Flow direction is normal to mean fold axial axis trend associated with steep AP dips | Flow direction bisects acute angle between folds with opposing vergence | Flow direction bisects acute angle between folds with opposing facing | Flow direction is normal to the fanning axial planes |
| Problem 1 | Does not allow for downslope (i.e. flow parallel) fold axes and axial planes | Does not allow for downslope (i.e. flow parallel) fold axes and axial plane | Does not allow for overlapping fold distributions | Does not allow for opposing fold distributions | Does not allow for overlapping fold distributions | Does not allow for opposing fold distributions |
| Problem 2 | Skewed distributions not differentiated by means | Skewed distributions not differentiated by means | Skewed distributions not differentiated by means | Based on extreme end-member fold orientations | Based on extreme end-member fold orientations | Based on extreme end-member fold orientations |

than an artificial bisector that assumes symmetrical flow.

8.2.5. Facing Azimuth Bisector (FAB)

Fold facing provides a directional notation that is assumed to broadly parallel the flow direction in a simple LPS scenario where facing (and vergence) are assumed to be directly downslope (e.g. Woodcock, 1976a, b). However, during differential LNS, facing directions form oblique or at right angles to the true flow direction in both metamorphic rocks (e.g. see Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007) and MTDs (e.g. Alsop and Marco, 2012a; Alsop et al., 2016a), Where a range of fold vergence and facing directions are created around an arc of fold orientations, the Facing Azimuth Bicector (FAB) parallels the flow direction. This technique may therefore be most sensitive to flows marked by combinations of LPS and LNS that would collectively create such an arc of orientations. In the case study, mean fold facing from the SE side of the gully is towards the SE (105°), whereas facing from the NW side of the gully is towards the north (359°), meaning that the overall bicector (FAB) is towards 056° (Table 3).

When FAB is examined in detail down the length of the slump profile by using means from each 5 m section, then two trends emerge: a) the facing arc decreases down the slump profile from 152° at 20–25 m to 66° at the toe (0–5 m); b) there is a progressive slight swing in the FAB trend (flow) from 043° at 20–25 m, to 056° at the toe (0–5 m) (Figs. 3a, g, 11f, Table 5).
hinges, MAD (AP) often associated with emergent toes (Fig. 1a and b) can be discounted. Significant components of radial spreading and variable flow directions - c); c) calculated normals to mean fold hinges, bisectors of fold facing, and fold axial plane intersections are broadly parallel towards the NE in each slump profile on either side of the gully (Figs. 3a, g, 11a-h); d) the toe of the slump on each side of the gully passes laterally downslope into undeformed beds with no evidence of becoming emergent and creating toes ( Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007 ). Axial-planar strike also varies system around flow-parallel culmination and depression surfaces (Fig. 12a) downslope-verging folds display gently-curvilinear hinges that arc constant velocity along strike (Figs. 1c and 12a). The resulting LPS is generated where flow along a detachment has a relatively constant velocity along strike ( Fig. 1c and 12a). The resulting downslope-verging folds display gently-curvilinear hinges that arc around flow-parallel culmination and depression surfaces ( Fig. 12a ) ( Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007 ). Axial-planar strike also varies systematically around the flow direction, while associated dip directions are broadly upslope (e.g. Woodcock, 1976a; b; 1979). This results in folds generally facing in the downslope direction (Fig. 12a). During continued LPS, folds may progressively rotate towards the flow direction, with...
hinges originally trending anticlockwise of flow undergoing clockwise rotation, while clockwise trending hinges are subject to anticlockwise rotation (Fig. 12a). Rotation is associated with tightening of fold hinges as axial planes also rotate and flatten into the sub-horizontal shear plane. A consequence of fold rotation is that angles of hinge pitch on axial planes typically increase as folds become increasingly curvilinear to create sheath fold geometries during intense shear (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007).

Within the case study, there is no significant tightening of folds (or increase in % contraction) in areas where folds are sub-parallel to the flow direction further up the slump profile (Figs. 4a–k, 5a–j, 7b). This suggests that folds have not rotated (and tightened) into their present attitudes. In addition, rotation of fold hinges to create sheath fold geometries leads oblique asymmetric folds with stretching along hinges (e.g. Coward and Potts, 1983). As axial planes also lack notable rotation, then sub-horizontal fold hinges trend parallel to the downslope flow direction. LNS therefore typically creases oblique asymmetric folds with stretching along hinges (e.g. Coward and Potts, 1983).

Within the case study, folds lying oblique or sub-parallel to flow typically display hinge-parallel stretching leading to cylindrical fold hinges (e.g. Fig. 6e and f). Folds that are anticlockwise of flow on the SE gully display vergence to the east and SE, whereas clockwise folds on the NW gully show opposing NE and NW vergence (Fig. 3a–f). This pattern is consistent with differential shear generating clockwise and anticlockwise folds with two distinct hinge trends marking sinistral and dextral LNS respectively. This is corroborated by wooden sticks (and adjacent fold hinges) that are clockwise of shorter wooden fragments that are sub-

more steeply plunging. However, while some fold hinges display a gentle curvilinearity associated with steep axial planes (e.g. Fig. 6c), there is a general lack of steeply plunging hinges. In addition, the preservation of steep axial planes suggests that hinges were not significantly rotated; otherwise axial planes would have flattened into the sub-horizontal plane of flow. In summary, the geometric relationships in the case study do not support an LPS ‘sheath fold’ model to rotate fold hinges towards the flow direction. However, local areas towards the toe of the slump, where fold hinges and axial planes preserve higher angles to flow (e.g. Figs. 3a, 7c and 8a, b), may represent a domain with a greater LPS component.

### 8.3.2. Layer-normal shear

LNS is generated where flow along a detachment has a variable velocity along strike (Figs. 1d and 12b). The component of differential shear results in cylindrical fold hinges that form oblique (<45°) or sub-parallel to the down-slope flow direction (Fig. 12b). LNS folds verge and face around flow-parallel culmination and depression surfaces that represent localised cells or ‘lobes’ of relatively rapid ‘surging’ and slower ‘slackening’ flow respectively (Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007) (Figs. 1d and 12b). Differential sinistral LNS generates fold hinges and associated axial planes that trend clockwise of flow (and display Z geometries viewed towards flow), whereas dextral LNS creates fold hinges and axial planes that trend anticlockwise of flow (and display S geometries viewed towards flow) (Fig. 12b) (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007). Two distinct fold trends are thereby created that typically verge and face at high angles to the downslope direction (Fig. 12b). Fold hinges generated during LNS only undergo limited rotation during progressive deformation as high shear strains are required to rotate sub-parallel hinges into the flow direction. LNS therefore typically creates oblique asymmetric folds with stretching along hinges (e.g. Coward and Potts, 1983). As axial planes also lack notable rotation, then sub-horizontal fold hinges trend parallel to axial planar strike, and the relatively low angles of hinge pitch on axial planes are preserved (e.g. Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007).

Within the case study, folds lying oblique or sub-parallel to flow typically display hinge-parallel stretching leading to cylindrical fold hinges (e.g. Fig. 6e and f). Folds that are anticlockwise of flow on the SE gully display vergence to the east and SE, whereas clockwise folds on the NW gully show opposing NE and NW vergence (Fig. 3a–f). This pattern is consistent with differential shear generating clockwise and anticlockwise folds with two distinct hinge trends marking sinistral and dextral LNS respectively. This is corroborated by wooden sticks (and adjacent fold hinges) that are clockwise of shorter wooden fragments that are sub-

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>20–25 m</th>
<th>15–20 m</th>
<th>10–15 m</th>
<th>5–10 m</th>
<th>0–5 m</th>
<th>Extremes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N = 18)</td>
<td>(N = 34)</td>
<td>(N = 60)</td>
<td>(N = 69)</td>
<td>(N = 63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation Arc</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19°</td>
<td>54°</td>
<td>58°</td>
<td>71°</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector (Flow)</td>
<td>038</td>
<td>049°</td>
<td>057°</td>
<td>061°</td>
<td>061°</td>
<td>040°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>20–25 m</th>
<th>15–20 m</th>
<th>10–15 m</th>
<th>5–10 m</th>
<th>0–5 m</th>
<th>Mean trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N = 18)</td>
<td>(N = 34)</td>
<td>(N = 60)</td>
<td>(N = 69)</td>
<td>(N = 63)</td>
<td>(0–25 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Gully Facing</td>
<td>13/119</td>
<td>34/109</td>
<td>14/107</td>
<td>41/099</td>
<td>45/089</td>
<td>105°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW Gully Facing</td>
<td>16/327</td>
<td>38/344</td>
<td>67/007</td>
<td>35/012</td>
<td>34/023</td>
<td>359°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facing Arc</td>
<td>152°</td>
<td>125°</td>
<td>100°</td>
<td>87°</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>106°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisector (Flow)</td>
<td>043</td>
<td>046°</td>
<td>057°</td>
<td>056°</td>
<td>056°</td>
<td>056°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 12.

Schematic plan view diagrams illustrating fold hinge-lines associated with synshearing flow folds during a) Layer-parallel shear (LPS), and b) Layer-normal shear (LNS). In a), fold hinges form at high angles to the flow direction (green arrows) and undergo clockwise (Cw in red) and anticlockwise (A-Cw in blue) rotations marked by reversals in fold facing directions about the transport-parallel culmination and depression surfaces. In b), synshearing flow folds are generated by surging flow (large green arrow) and slackening flow (small green arrow) separated by differential layer-normal sinistral (in blue) and dextral shear (in red). See text for further details. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
parallel to flow on the NW side of the gully, whereas on the SE side of the gully the long wooden sticks are anticlockwise of wooden fragments and the flow direction (Fig. 10c). This pattern supports anticlockwise rotation (wooden sticks disintegrating to fragments) associated with sinistral shear on the NW side of the gully, and clockwise rotation of sticks generated by dextral differential shear on the SE side.

There is a relative lack of SE-trending hinges and axial planes on either side of the gully, apart from at the toe on the NW side (Figs. 3a–f, 5a, b). Such SE-trending hinges would be at high angles to the walls of the gully and would therefore presumably have been sampled if they existed further up the slump profile. This relative absence of SE-trending hinge data is significant as this is the fold orientation from which sheath folds would have originally developed during LPS, but a lack of such flow-normal folding is to be expected in LNS-dominated settings. The systematic variation of sub-horizontal fold hinge trends and their axial-planar strike (Fig. 7g) means that there is no increase in hinge pitch on axial planes, and once again is as predicted in the LNS model.

In summary, the LNS model best fits most of the observations, with folding anticlockwise of flow suggesting differential sinistral shear along the NW gully, whereas folding clockwise of flow supports differential
dextral LNS on the SE side of the gully. However, at the toe of the slump fold hinges are developed at greater angles (>45°) to the flow direction and suggest a potential LPS component that is now discussed further.

8.4. How do LPS and LNS components vary along the length of a slump profile?

At the toe of the slump, the trends of fold hinges and axial planes from the SE gully are >40° anticlockwise of the flow direction (042°), while fold hinges and axial planes from the NW gully are >70° clockwise (Table 1). These relatively high obliquities, coupled with the downslope vergence, facing directions within 35° of flow, and development of thrusts (Fig. 6a–d, Table 1) are all consistent with a greater LPS-dominated component of deformation at the toe (Alsop and Holdsworth, 2007; Alsop et al., 2018) (Figs. 12a and 13a, b, 14). As structures are traced up the slump profile towards the head, the trends of fold hinges and axial planes from the SE gully progressively decrease to <10° anticlockwise of the flow direction (042°), while fold hinges and axial planes from the NW gully are <5° clockwise (Table 1). This progressive swing in fold trends is also associated with opposed vergence and facing directions on either side of the gully that are at high angles (>80°) to the slope direction, and consistent with a greater component of LNS towards the head (Figs. 12b and 13a, b, 14) (see section 8.3 above). Reversals in fold vergence and fold facing directions define culmination surfaces that bisect the overall ‘lobe’ and are parallel to downslope flow above a basal detachment (Figs. 12a and b, 14).

In the case study, the greatest amount of shortening (~35%) is recorded by folds and thrusts generated by LPS affecting marker horizons at the toe of the slump, and this progressively diminishes upslope towards the head. We have already noted that such estimates of shortening may be complicated by the effects of early layer-parallel compaction, or later modification of buckle fold geometries during progressive shear. Whilst it could also be argued that a reduction in shortening up the profile simply reflects increasingly oblique cuts of the gully walls across variable fold hinges, care was taken to examine folds in 3-D in order to generate true profiles. The fold geometries themselves become more open further up the slump profile broadly supporting a reduction in shortening towards the head (Figs. 4a–k, 5a–j). The gentle dip of axial planes near the toe itself may also be a consequence of increased LPS, while some steeper axial planes further up the slump profile towards the head record greater LNS components (Fig. 6a and b). The observation that most shortening occurs at the toe is consistent with general models of slumping (e.g. Fossen, 2016). Greater amounts of shortening at the toe may reflect a larger proportion of ‘lock up’ strain created during cessation of movement that initiated at the toe and then progressively migrated back up slope (anti-dislocation cell of Farrell, 1984). The variably dipping and steep axial planes that are associated with ‘box fold’ geometries in the central portion of the slump profile (5–15 m from the toe) may be linked to such cessational strain and correspond to a thickening of the slump sheet (Fig. 6c–f). In addition, box folds appear to locally refold earlier structures such as tight folds and thrusts, suggesting that there may be a component of late-stage contraction (Figs. 6e and 10d). The observation that pairs of box fold hinges maintain parallelism to one another on one side of the gully, but are oblique to their counterparts on the opposite side of the gully, suggests that cessational strain mirrors the earlier patterns of folding created during LNS (e.g. Fig. 6d–f).

The reality is therefore one in which LPS and LNS are simply end-members in a broad spectrum of possible shearing scenarios (Fig. 14). Variable components of LPS-dominated and LNS-dominated deformation create a potential range of structures at different times and in different parts of an MTD. In the present case study, the increasing LPS component towards the toe is manifest by tighter folds and thrusts resulting in greater amounts of shortening, while increasing LNS towards the head is marked by folds trending sub-parallel to the flow direction with vergence and facing at high angles to the slope (Fig. 14).

9. Conclusions

The drop in water levels in the Dead Sea has only recently exposed a modern unconsolidated slump developed in wet sediments. This has allowed us to undertake a highly detailed analysis of this slump profile that involved more than 500 structural measurements along a freshly incised 25 m gully section. We have established four general models that are potentially capable of explaining variable fold hinge and axial plane orientations linked to flow direction and flow velocity around ‘lobes’ within MTDs. This analysis allows us to draw the following conclusions.

1) Counting of varves within the Ze’elim Formation suggests slumps formed at ~33 year intervals which is consistent with recurrent failure of relatively steep (5°–10°) slopes that were inherently unstable. Modification of slump fold geometries by evaporite concretions, in association with an absence of sedimentary caps, infilling and ponding of overlying sediments in slump topography, and most significantly, thrusts cutting unconformities above slumped packages all suggest relatively slow downslope creep of the slump.

2) Direct observation of the modern slope, combined with an alignment of wooden fragments sub-parallel to flow, allowed us to test seven principal methods of estimating palaeoslope that have been previously applied in older rocks. Evaluation of complete fold data sets leads to slope estimates within 10° of one another, and the well-known techniques of palaeoslope analysis therefore appear robust. However, where only partial data sets are employed, then these techniques suggest ‘palaeoslope’ orientations that may apparently
vary by ~180° and are up to 90° from the actual slope, despite measurements <10 m apart.

3) The various methods of palaeo-erosion analysis indicate that the direction of flow does not vary significantly down the slump profile and there is no evidence of radial spreading or divergent flow at the toe. Models of constant flow direction may be divided in to (a) layer-parallel shear (LPS) where along strike velocities do not vary significantly, but progressive deformation leads to rotation of fold hinges to create curvilinear shear folds, and (b) layer-normal shear (LNS) where along-strike changes in rates of movement leads to differential shear that creates folds sub-parallel to flow around the flanks of flow lobes. The differential LNS model is most appropriate in the case study as: a) minor folds are generally cylindrical; b) folds form two distinct trends that are clockwise and anticlockwise of flow respectively, and; c) relatively few flow-normal fold hinges are observed, despite this being the necessary pre-requisite orientation for unrotated folds in the LPS shear fold model.

4) Variable components of LNS-dominated and LPS-dominated deformation create a potential range of structures at different times and in different parts of an MTD. In the case study, increasing LNS towards the head is marked by folds trending sub-parallel to the flow direction with verging and facing at high angles to the slope, whereas increasing LPS towards the toe is suggested by tighter folds developed at higher angles (>45°) to the flow direction resulting in a greater amounts of shortening. The generation of box folds that locally refold earlier structures suggests that some deformation is associated with cessational ‘lock up’ strain that propagates back up the slope when downslope movement ceases at the toe. Such extreme variability in fold measurements over relatively small (<10 m) distances shows that incomplete data from regional studies may provide incorrect estimates of palaeoslope orientations, and consequently palaeogeographic reconstructions, in the ancient rock record.
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